
FIGURATIVE 
LANGUAGE

The implied meaning of a word/phrase-NOT the literal meaning



Poetry

◦ Poem - an artistic form of writing that uses the figurative meaning of words and 

rhythmic qualities of language to create certain effects and suggest meaning.

◦ stanzas – sections of a poem divided by a space 

◦ a ‘paragraph’ in a poem

◦ rhyme scheme – the pattern of rhyming found at the ends of each line in a poem

◦ Use letters to identify lines that rhyme

◦ narrative/lyric – a narrative poem tells a story (plot, characters, etc.), a lyric poem is 

about something (usually a feeling or something abstract)

◦ free verse – a poem that has not set structure or pattern

◦ the three Rs in poetry refers to rhythm, rhyme, and repetition (of 

sounds, letters, words, phrases



Alliteration

◦ When a noticeable number of words in a group                                                                           

begin with the same sound/letter

◦ Tongue twisters use alliteration.

◦ Susie sells seashells down by the seashore.



Symbol

◦ An object/setting/event/animal/person that on one 

level is itself, but at the same time  suggests another 

meaning as well.

◦ Example – The color green often symbolizes jealousy.



Sensory Details/Imagery

◦ Descriptions that refer to the senses

◦ How something looks, sounds, feels, tastes, or smells

◦ The more specific the detail, the better

◦ Authors use these details/descriptions so a reader can understand a place or situation; or to 

make a reader feel like he/she is there.



Onomatopoeia

◦ 'sound words'

◦ A word created to represent a sound

◦ Examples:

◦ Hiss, growl, buzz, swish



Simile
◦ When two unlike things are compared, using like or as, in order to explain or describe 

a particular quality of one of those things

◦ Examples:

◦ My mom is blind as a bat without her glasses on.

◦ Watching golf is like watching paint dry.



Personification 

◦ Describing nonhuman or inanimate objects (animals, objects, things in nature, ideas) as 

though they are acting like a human, or having human qualities or emotions

◦ Examples:

◦ Death lurked in the hall, waiting to take her away.

◦ The trees sadly waved along the road.



Metaphor

◦ The comparison of two unlike things, by saying one thing is the other, to describe or 

explain a particular quality of one of those things

◦ Examples:

◦ The snow was a blanket covering the hills.

◦ Life is a roller coaster.



Oxymoron

◦ A pair of words, that seem to contradict                                                                           

each other, that are used together

◦ Ex – jumbo shrimp



Hyperbole

◦ Extreme exaggeration used for emphasis or effect

◦ Example – I died from boredom.



Allusion

◦ A brief and indirect reference to something significant from 

outside a text that adds meaning or insight

◦ It is a quick/passing comment that the reader is expected to pick up 

on and understand how it relates to the text/conversation.

◦ Political cartoons use them a lot.

◦ Example – I'm surprised your nose isn't growing like Pinocchio's.



Idiom

◦ An expression that can't be understood from the meanings 

of its individual word 

◦ These are sayings that are used by a particular group of people 

that are only understood by people within that group.



Irony

◦ The most common definition for irony is when what is said or 

written implies the opposite meaning of the actual words.

◦ Something can also be ironic if it doesn't match your 

expectation.

◦ Sarcasm is a simple form of irony; it relies on tone or context.

◦ For example, saying 'thanks a lot ' after someone just got you in trouble



Pun 

◦ a joke exploiting the different possible meanings of a word or the fact that 

there are words that sound alike but have different meanings

◦ She had a photographic memory but never developed it.

◦ I really wanted a camouflage shirt, but I couldn't find one.

◦ sometimes uses words that sound similar, but not exactly the same

◦ The other day I held the door open for a clown. I thought it was a nice jester.

◦ A chicken crossing the road is truly poultry in motion.

◦ a play on words

◦ You are so punny!


